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Answer: A, C

QUESTION: 45
Which three options are three of the main advantages of the Cisco Unified Access WLAN
architecture over the Autonomous access WLAN? (Choose three.)

A. ability to send only one type of traffic at a time
B. increased reliability with failover and self-healing mechanisms
C. faster creation of wireless "islands" for every application in the plant
D. increased deployment, management, and integration costs
E. enhanced security services with centralized control and visibility
F. can be used for roaming within the plant

Answer: B, E, F

QUESTION: 46
Which action can you use multiple SSIDs in the autonomous architecture to accomplish?

A. Set up maintenance channels only.
B. Combine traffic from all machines into a single place.
C. Segment the IACS control traffic from the noncritical wireless traffic.
D. Increase the amount of interference.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 47
When you consider wireless media for an IACS application, which percentage of traffic
should be reserved for HMI and maintenance traffic, such as RSLinx, programming tools, and
IT management?

A. 3%
B. 60%
C. 20%
D. 85%

Answer: C

QUESTION: 48
Which two options are features of the Connected Factory Wireless Autonomous Wireless
architecture? (Choose two.)
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A. high scalability
B. limited coordination of operation between APs
C. individual management
D. centralized control
E. support for high amounts of data traffic

Answer: B, C

QUESTION: 49
In the Cisco Unified architecture, which action by a workgroup bridge that is configured as a
mobile station causes the WGB to search for a new parent association and roam to the new
parent?

A. It encounters a poor RSSI.
B. It gets a low battery notification.
C. It travels beyond a specified distance.
D. It confronts a new WLAN.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 50
Which Connected Factory Wireless solution architecture is ideally set up for larger enterprises
with a wide range of clients and applications?

A. Autonomous Access
B. Workgroup Access
C. Direct Access
D. Unified Access
E. Virtual Access

Answer: D

QUESTION: 51
Which three methods can a client device use to connect to a WLAN? (Choose three.)

A. integrated wireless adapter
B. firewall
C. universal bridge
D. workgroup bridge
E. toll bridge
F. radio
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Answer: A, D, F

QUESTION: 52
Which Connected Factory Wireless solution architecture uses stand-alone access to
implement WLAN functions of management, control, data transport, and client access?

A. Workgroup Access
B. Autonomous Access
C. Controlled Access
D. Unified Access
E. Normal Access

Answer: B
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